
Raiba optimizes overall trip management time by 60% using
mbas 

 

Industry
 

Company Size
 

Awards
 

Logistics
 

Land transport travels 80+
million kms annually 

 

Trucks carry  3. 6+ Million
Tonnes  annually  

 

1500+ Employees
 

Founded in 
  

 for the logistical service
provided in the construction

of the Oil and Gas pipeline
and oil refineries in Sudan.

 

mbas Value Proposition
 

Data accuracy across
business processes

 

Reduced
procurement costs

 

Optimal utilization of
organizational resources

 

Overall reduction in trip
management process 

 

Customer since: 
 2007

 

1973
 

Presidency Performance
Award

 

 Preferred Supplier by
United Nations 

 

“With over 1000+ fleet, mbas using the tyre serial number could
retrieve the exact location of the tyre down to the axle point it’s fitted
onto in less than 90 seconds. Storing the tyre history data which earlier
took over 6+ hours could now be achieved under 30 mins.”
 



Raiba Land Transport, a leading 3PL, is the flagship company of

Elnefeidi Group.   Elnefeidi is a family owned business with 80 years of

experience in  agriculture, automotive, commercial, food, logistics and

real estate industries  with operations and affiliates across  Africa,

Europe, The Middle East and North America. 
 

 

Raiba offers end to end  logistic solutions for different industries in

Sudan, including FMCG, power production and oil and gas. 
 

The Customer 
 

Challenges 
 

Each department (Sales, Procurement, etc) used independent systems,

with data stored in different databases. It took days to manually

compile and review data from all departments.  Getting a holistic

financial view was a major challenge. 
 

 

Business process followed at different locations greatly varied. 
 

 

Using spreadsheets for vehicle maintenance history, spare parts history

and driver incentive calculation for over a 1000+  fleet was a tedious

task, which led to double entry, multiple versions of the  same data and

incorrect information. Preventive maintenance became a serious

challenge. 
 

 

Being part of a time stringent industry, “Trip Initiation” took a lot of

time and dedicated resources.   A lot of details had to be taken care of

such as, driver’s availability, vehicle  condition and vehicle’s availability

at different locations. Followed by, a process of job allocation which

included route, fuel slip allocation and required documents handling, all

of which was done manually. 
 

"mbas Logistics and
Fleet Management

Solution"
  

Solution  
 

GPS based vehicle tracking 
integrated to mbas

 As and when a truck passes a Geo -
fenced area, the particular
coordinates are picked up
and  seamlessly  hosted on mbas,
this collective location information
would in-turn  help in planning for
upcoming trips. 

 

A handheld device based
integrated solution 

  
Manifests at the loading bay are
created  using HHT's  by the drivers.
The data in-turn sinks with mbas
eleminating  waiting time for
approvals. 

 

Trip Management Module 
 Gives live information on vehicle and

driver’s availability for trip initiation. 
  

Fuel requirements per trip are
automatically calculated with en
route locations-to-fill information.  

  
Tyre Management, Optimum Route
Identification. 

  
Instant Alerts Ex: 

   - if a trip was to incur high expenses
or if a vehicle was poorly maintained. 

  

" Raiba is part of an industry were
efficient time management, cost

optimization, workforce coordination,
document processing, fleet

management, supply chain visibility,
play an important role on the overall

profitability of the business. " 
 



Global Offices
 

“ Just by entering 
the trip number
entire per trip
expenditure vs

revenue generated
by the trip can be

viewed. "
  

 
 

" By entering the
vehicle number,
complete vehicle

maintenance history
could now be

accessed at a click of
a button”

 

Benefits
 

Trip Management Process (Trip generation, loading, manifest

creation)  which earlier took 3 hours is now achieved under 30 mins. 
 

 

Driver incentive clearance – reduced from 10 days to  less than a day. 
 

 

Decision making capabilities were significantly enhanced  because of

smart, instantly available MIS inputs from all departments.  
 

 

The automation of the process eliminated paper work at various

stages and increased instant data availability at the right time to the

right people. 
 

 

 

 

 

R & D Office:
 Hyderabad, India

  
Products & Services Office: 

 USA, UAE, Saudi Arabia, Turkey,
Egypt, Indonesia,  Malaysia 

 

For more information, talk to us today.
 

The entire business right from marketing, to creating
contracts, to linking manifests, to finance is thoroughly
integrated. With mbas a mountain of data is available at
our fingertips. We can look deep into the business quickly
and effortlessly. mbas unlike its competitors - Oracle or
Microsoft dynamics, offers unmatched ease of use to the
users; uncomplicated, simple and configurable system
navigations. 

  
- Mr. Ramu Paladugu, System Analyst.

 

 
Tel: +91 (40) 40888161
29704744/45

  
www.mbascloud.com

 

Send us an email to  enquiries@mbascloud.com
 


